
Sta 250 = Mth 342 : Homework 31. SD memory ards are used to store data in phones, ameras, andomputers. The ards have error-orreting iruitry so they will ap-pear to work perfetly when in fat they have up to eight defetivememory ells. The numbers of defets in SD ards have Poisson dis-tributions with a mean � that varies from one manufaturing lot toanother. Five ards are taken at random from one partiular lot andtheir defet ounts are x = f2; 3; 5; 0; 0gIf � has a Gamma prior distribution with mean � = 0:10 and standarddeviation � = 0:10, �nd the posterior distribution of � for this lot.2. Let fX1; : : : ;Xng be n iid random variables, eah with pdff(x j �) = (�x��1 0 < x < 10 other x.and suppose that the unknown value of the parameter � > 0 has aGamma Ga(�; �) prior distribution for some �xed numbers � > 0,� > 0. Find the posterior mean and variane of �.3. In a sequential linial trial, let the probability of suessful outome� have a uniform prior distribution on (0; 1). Suppose that the �rstpatient has a suessful outome. Find the Bayes estimate of � thatwould be be obtained for eah of(a) Squared-error loss, L(�; a) = j� � aj2;(b) Absolute error loss, L(�; a) = j� � aj.4. If squared-error loss is used, what is the Bayes estimate of the pro-portion � of defetive items in a large shipment, if � has a betaBe(� = 2; � = 8) prior distribution and if a random sample of n = 20items from the shipment is found to ontain preisely two defetiveitems?5. Using squared-error loss, �nd the Bayes estimate of the mean number� of defets in SD memory ards, after observing defet ounts ofx = f2; 3; 5; 0; 0g1



in a random sample of size �ve, if (again) fXig iid� Po(�) and � has agamma prior distribution with mean � = 0:10 and standard deviation� = 0:10 (reall exerise (1) above).6. If a rare event (like a volani eruption or ood) ours with smallprobability p eah year, then the number of years (rounded up) untilsuh an event ours has a disrete distribution with pfPr[Xj = x℄ = (pqx�1 x = 1; 2; : : :0 other xwhose expetation E[Xj ℄ is alled the \return rate" � = 1=p. Notethat eah Xi � 1, sine we are ounting the total number of years (orparts of years) needed, inluding that in whih the rare event ours.Upon observing a random sample of waiting times (in years)x = f 10; 20; 40; 50 g ;�nd the Bayes estimate Æ(x) of the return rate �, under squared errorloss using a uniform prior distribution for p on the unit interval (0; 1)(what prior does that indue for �?).7. Suppose that x = fX1; : : : ;Xng is a random sample of size n from thegamma Ga(�; �) distribution with known shape parameter � > 0 andunknown rate parameter � > 0. Find the MLE �̂ (it will depend on�).8. Suppose that x = fX1; : : : ;Xng is a random sample of size n from thegamma Ga(�; �) distribution with known rate parameter � > 0 andunknown shape parameter � > 0. Show that the MLE �̂ is of theform �̂ =  �1(Z) for some statisti Z, where  (�) = �0(�)=�(�) =flog �(�)g0 is the \digamma funtion".9. Let x = fX1; : : : ;Xng be a random sample of size n from a ontinuousdistribution with pdf f(x j �) = e��x1x>�and suppose that � 2 � = (�1;1) is unknown.(a) Show that the MLE �̂(x) does not exist.(b) Find another version of the pdf (i.e., another funtion with thesame integrals over any interval) for whih the MLE does exist,and �nd �̂(x). 2


